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Sketch #1 - Internet of Things Scale
The internet of things scale is a dual-purpose tool used for weighing and labeling

prepared food. The digital scale weighs the prepared food, then the staff member inputs the
type of food, expiration dates and price to be added to the label when printed. The scale also
acts as a “smart” device, by connecting to the market’s Point of Sale system to upload weight,
type of food, price  and expiration date data into the system. This system is then able to track
which food is sold and notifies staff members when foods on the shelves are reaching their
expiration dates.

The strengths of this design are that it digitizes expiration dates and is seamless with
UW market’s current process so it doesn’t add additional steps. The weaknesses of this step is
that the scale is not mobile. It also does not account for products that do not have labels. This
design was chosen over others because it seamlessly integrates the existing process for users
while also collecting and digitizing important expiration date data which can help UW food
services staff (students and student coordinators) identify, find and pull expired foods more
easily and more consistently. This design is therefore both realistic, but also highly original as
smart scales aren’t an established tool or product within food services settings (though do exist,
often as consumer bodyweight wifi scales that connect to mobile apps).



Sketch #2 - Smart Shelf,  Smart Cart, Scanner, interface
The smart cart and smart shelf system is an “internet-of things” system that improves the

process of checking for expired items and recording those items in UW food service’s waste log.
When a staff member is ready to pull expired items from the shelf they grab the smart cart. On
the cart there is a mobile tablet “scanner” interface attached yet removable from the cart. The
interface, if attached to an existing expiration date tracker, can provide the staff member a
“checklist” of expired food items to pull from the shelves based on the tracker. The staff member
knows which items to pull (instead of going through each of the expiration dates) through a
heatmap visual on the cart’s tablet that is fed data by the market’s “smart shelf” system that
uses visual recognition AI cameras to identify food items that may be expired based on their
duration on the shelf. The tablet interface also groups food based on how they are disposed and
advises staff on how to dispose of the items scanned into the smart cart.  Once the staff
member pulls the identified expired food from the shelf, they place it in the cart, where an in-cart
scanning system reads and logs the food information from the food label (type of food, weight,
total number of items). For products without labels (typically produce items),  the interface has a
camera that inputs estimated weight and type of food data for the produce.

The strengths of this design are that the staff member does not need to manually look
for, sort and log the expired food. This design reduces the time and effort required for the staff
member as well as potential error in this process. This design also incorporates into the existing
process at UW markets of using a cart to pull expired foods from the shelves. One main
weakness of this design is that the checklist portion of this design is dependent on an expired
food data log or tracker that does not currently exist at UW markets and cafes. Although feasible
from a user perspective, this is also a costly high-tech system that may not be realistic for a
university market budget. This design is more promising than our other designs because it
incorporates an existing process (cart) with high-tech solutions, to reduce pain points for our
user and improve the efficiency of the expired food pulling process. It also stands out in its
originality because it incorporates existing tech solutions (smart cart and visual recognition
software) but melds those existing ideas together to form a new design specific to UW market
and cafe processes.



Sketch #3 - Manager Insights Dashboard
The manager insights dashboard design is a data insights insights software system that

digitizes the data from UW market and cafe food waste logs and distills this data into a
dashboard showing the market or cafe’s waste log data analytics. The dashboard connects to
the manager’s existing inventory management system (for UW this is CBoard),  to input the raw
data from the waste log. The dashboard provides data visualization of the waste log data,
recommendations for food order and inventory based on historical food waste data and more
easily “recycle” potential food waste with an easy to do list for emailing food pantries for
donation, transferring the food to other locations and repurposing food items.

The strengths of this design are that it reduces any additional effort on UW Market and
Cafe managers to analyze their waste log data. It also doesn’t add additional steps to the
current process for UW market and cafe managers. The design also enables managers to better
re-use their food waste with easy access to donation organizations, food transfers and
repurposing food recipes.  This design is also linked to the existing inventory management
software  so the manager doesn’t need to manually upload this data into this system. The
weaknesses of this design are that it assumes that the system is attached to a digitized waste
log system that doesn’t currently exist outside of our other designs. The software also does not
itemize data by individual food item. This design is more promising than other ideas because it
addresses a pain point for managers in having to manually enter and analyze data from the food
waste logs. It also improves manager’s ability to coordinate with their suppliers and improve
their ordering process.


